Clipping off surplus fiberloid with scissors. Dipping finger into liquid and running along the wrap.

8. Wrap completely around the club and over the wetted section. Then by dipping your finger into the liquid wet the fiberloid you have applied and wrap completely around the club a second time, ending the wrap at the back of the club. Cut off unused section remaining with scissors. Dip finger into the liquid and run along underneath the cut edge and seal down. Allow to dry a few minutes and then trim upper and lower ends with a razor blade.

9. Allow wrap to dry over-night and then sand out seam with coarse and then fine sand paper. Dip a soft rag into acetone and wipe entire wrap. This will obliterate any sand paper marks and bring back the natural black color to the entire wrap. Allow to dry a couple of minutes and buff lightly with buffing wheel to give added lustre.

10. Save all scraps, keeping them clean. Put these into a mason jar, adding acetone or acetate to make a dip for dipping grip ends that have become worn. Be sure to keep the mason jar tightly sealed. Use a regular jar rubber and screw lid down firmly.

The wrap is completed except for sanding out the seam and wiping with soft rag wet with acetate or acetone. Sanding and wiping is not done until the wrap has hardened thoroughly.

OVER 3000 COURSES
NOW USE KADDIE KART

It is the decided preference of more golfers because it balances better, rides easier and pulls with less effort.

Proven on every type course decidedly the greatest money maker. Almost indestructible. No welded moving parts. Simple high-grade construction. Will last longer, rent faster and creates steady customers. It is the sign of quality when you have a genuine Kaddie Kart.

ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE AND EASILY REPAIRED
Axles 22½" or 28½" for any type course.
LARGE 14 INCH WHEELS
with approved tires and special ball bearings.

THERE IS A REASON
WHY KADDIE KART IS PREFERRED. WRITE US.

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS
GOLF CART SUPPLY CO.
1466 W. Madison St. Chicago 7, Illinois
Telephone Dearborn 7797
A full line of Men’s and Women’s Golf Bags

If it’s Hagen made,
In fine golf bags
the one word that means
style, quality and modern
utility is HAGEN

WALTER HAGEN GOLF
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan
Division of Wilson Sporting Goods Co:

it's for Pro Shops only!
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Managers View Rising Costs

By HERB GRAFFIS

Rising costs of labor, food, liquor and equipment provided almost 500 country and city club managers with ample material for their clinics at the 19th annual convention of the Club Managers Assn. of America which was held at Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, Feb. 16-19. The association reported a membership roster of 629 in 44 states and Canada and a healthy financial condition.

Despite greatly increased volume of house business at the clubs the rise in costs without accompanying revision of charges has the managers wondering how long they'll be able to continue operating houses in the black, a novelty most of them have experienced since 1940. Those clubs which have ear-marked funds for remodeling and furnishing clubhouses are nervous about the funds being sufficient to do the desired job in view of the rise in prices. Drastic revisions in kitchens and food storage seem to be in prospect at many clubs, pressed by changing conditions in food service.

As usual, there was considerable discussion of food and liquor cost percentages, with food cost percentages reported ranging from 30% to 70%. Volume much more than quality varied. Smart chefs, equipment for economy in preparation and serving and watching the garbage can as a tip-off on waste, were noted as chief factors in controlling undue rise of food prices. Careful buying, of course, with receipt of foods carefully checked, was marked as such a primary essential that any manager who didn't have that factor well in hand was licked before he started.

Wastes, especially in serving members whose eyes are bigger than their bellies, were mentioned as calling for a revision in practice at many clubs. One manager who previously had been a chef said that he'd worked in places where they had more garbage cans than pots and kettles to cook with.

The Vanishing Epicure

Managers themselves are pretty much on the epicure type with what's left of their digestions after the beating of long hours and worries and privately lamented that the epicurean standards of "the prominent clubman" have deteriorated. Members come in from the bar listing slightly to windward, sit down and tuck up their bibs and want to begin immediately packing away the grub. The time required for chef's artistry isn't allowed. However, the condition exists, and there is not much the manager or the chef can do about it except demonstrate their talents to the few surviving epicures among club members. Probably the best demonstration of what can be done in quick service of good food prepared in large quantities was put on for the managers by John L. Hennessy of the Statler-operated Pennsylvania, in the luncheons, dinners and buffet parties given by the association and suppliers. Hennessy, president and house chairman of the North Hills GC of which Erich Koch, CMAA 1946 president, is manager, hit an expert note of high type club and hotel food services in the Pennsylvania presentations.

Liquor costs were reported as increasing from 35% to 42% at country clubs. Some clubs are meeting the increases by serving smaller drinks. Varying prices charged for the drinks made comparisons of costs between clubs virtually impossible.

Waiting lists exist at most clubs and one of the problems being discussed at many country clubs is whether to raise the initiation fee and cut down membership to numbers the course and clubhouse can conveniently handle or to do the best possible with the volume and maintain an available supply of replacements as long as the candidates' patience holds out. Consensus of the managers was that the initiation fees had better not be hiked. Managers also were concerned about the problem of getting more young people interested in their clubs for induction when the old guard wilts and departs as happened in the 30s and put numerous proud old clubs in precarious condition.

Need More Young Members

Now desirable young men who are back from the war can't afford initiation fees and dues at metropolitan district clubs of the representative good grade and are not received with any cordial welcome on the crowded courses at these clubs. What to do about that is a matter of club policy rather than a managerial responsibility but many managers see in the condition a prospect of public and semi-public courses having a long margin over private clubs in years not very far ahead.

That point of making more of a play to the younger people and accenting gaiety in the spirit and operations of the private country club was stressed by Mrs. Dorothy Draper, noted interior decorator, who
The Golf Ball of 1947

Once again the Dunlop Maxfli Golf Ball is setting new records in popularity. Once again, it is possible for every golfer—from the pro whose game hovers around par or lower, to the starting amateur—to play the ball that exactly fits his game.

• For the Par Player there is the Maxfli One Dot—the ball preferred by leading tournament winners.

• For the good golfer who wants a ball that will deliver every yard his stroke calls for, and yet is packed with durability the Maxfli Two Dot exactly fills the bill.

•• For the player who is looking for a ball that can "take it" and that will give him more play for his money, the Maxfli Three Dot was made to order.
spoke on “Club Interior Decorating and Modernization.” Dorothy made a lively and practical spiel, telling the assembled managers that the stuffiness and solemn
old-style interiors of too many country clubs needed revolutionary treatment to
put the members in a cheerful mood the instant they stepped into the clubhouse door.
Mme. Draper has a lot of stuff on the ball as is proved by country club interior
decorating jobs she has done, notably the one at St. Charles (III.) CC. Her talk, in
full, will appear in a forthcoming issue of GOLFDOM.

Country club problems came to a sharp focus in the round-table conference pre-
sided over by John J. Pomeroy, Red Run GC, Royal Oak, Mich., and Pres. Erich
Koch. Managers were very cagey about increasing meal prices even though food
costs have jumped. Their general opinion was that increased prices could decrease
volume too much. The club member and officials rarely have been adequately im-
pressed with club prices being lower than hotel or restaurant prices for equal quality
of food. As the club usually pays top prices for the best quality on the market it is
operating at a comparative cost handicap in competition on a price basis with hotels
and restaurants.

Higher Prices With OPA Out

Government factors were discussed, especially costs of employees' meals as an
element of pay determining social security payments, and the removal of OPA con-
trols. Costs now are higher than when the OPA was operating, even though there
were some "super-ceiling" prices paid during the period of OPA control for the
very little superior grade meat that could be secured by managers.

As a repercussion of the address Prof. James Muldowney had made on "Modern
Accounting Methods for the Club" at a general session, the country club managers
considered the possible need of drastic re-
vision of club accounting practices, from checking of supply receipts, inventory and
use through chef, waiters and bartenders,
to the members' billing. It was generally
agreed that most club accounting methods
are the same as were established years
ago and are in need of considerable re-
vision to bring them up to the altered con-
ditions at the clubs and in keeping with
the progress that has been made in ac-
counting methods.

As might be expected, food accounting
was prominent in this phase of the pro-
cedings. Opinion was expressed that more
emphasis on a la carte meals instead of
table d'hote would reduce costs and that
the higher cost items should be left off the
bill of fare but kept in reserve for those
who demanded them and were willing to
pay necessary prices.

Reference was made to club directors
not being clear enough in understanding
and ordering whether the clubhouse is to
make or lose money, or break even, and
what the bar is expected to do in contribut-
ing to the effort to keep food prices down.

Study Relations With Employees

Highlighted in the general sessions were
the pressing problems of employee-employ-
ers relations with James McCarthy of the
New York Hotel Assn. talking on the
changes brought about by club employees
getting away from the old European idea
of apprenticeship to strong union regiment-
ation and William L. Marsh of the City
Bank-Farmers Trust Co. discussing "Bene-
fit and Retirement Plans for the Club."
Unionization, if there's clear understand-
ing and acceptance by both sides of fair
and mutually profitable responsibilities in-
volved, is not by any means a deadly peril
to clubs, McCarthy said, although it is one
more complication in the operating prob-
lems peculiar to country clubs. Marsh out-
lined plans that clubs are adopting or con-
sidering in trying to attract and hold
desirable employees.

Herb Graffis, editor, GOLFDOM, in his
talk commented on the attention being
directed to wage scale and working condi-
tions of minor employees by unionization
threats or necessity of "benefit and retire-
ment" plans while no particular attention
is being given to managers' salaries and
working conditions. He noted increasing
difficulty in getting good new men into the
country club field and that sons of man-
gers not often were following their
fathers' careers but were taking the
courses at Cornell and Michigan then going
into the hotel or restaurant fields. Graffis
spoke briefly about the general manage-
ment trend as promoted by the desire of
country club officials to lighten their own heavy,
unpaid labors for the clubs.

He said that the failure of the general
management plans mainly were the result
of inability to get teamwork which was
caused by the general managers providing
basis for the suspicion that they were
to get any more money that was paid
and to be bossy at the cost of any depart-
ment head's own self-respect and respon-
sibility. Where those faults had been
avoided, whether the general manager had
a house, pro or greenkeeping background,
the general manager plan has been satis-
factory, he remarked. He also said that
country club officials are apt to get a wrong pic-
ture of labor cost increases at clubs by
considering only the gross figures and for-
going that fewer employees and a higher
Here's the skidproof, slipproof, easy-on-the-arches rubber link tee-off matting that'll bring new popularity to your driving range.

Resilient "live" rubber links are of the same tough rubber-fiber compound used in heavy duty truck tire sidewalls. This matting is virtually indestructible, reversible, and easily cleaned!

And this is the famous rubber link matting you've been hearing so much about as an unexcelled floor-covering...available in any required size...ideal for locker rooms, lawn walks, club rooms, club porches, caddy house floors. Write for detailed brochure.

For Safe, Non-Slip Footing on Locker Room Floors!

For Neat, Grass-Protecting Paths Across Lawns!

For Club Room Bartenders

...Lessens Fatigue

Since 1868

The LOEWENTHAL COMPANY
188 W. RANDOLPH ST. • CHICAGO 1, ILL. • FACTORY—AKRON, OHIO
The Kart with a brain. Floating wheel assembly engineered to perform same function as “Floating Power” in the automobile. “FLEXIBLE BODY TORSION” uses resistance to torque as a shock absorber. Engineered to absorb 98% of the bumps and jolts of rough ground to give the smoothest, easiest rolling Kart known to science.

Retails for $29.50

THE GOLFER'S
AUTOMATIC GOLF CART

THE HANDLE DOES THE WORK
1. Drop the handle — it closes.
2. Lift the handle — it opens.
3. Large 14-inch wheels — special ball bearings.
4. Wide wheel base — no tipping.
5. Approved golf course tires — no damage.
7. Perfect balance — no adjustment of bag necessary.

CONSUMER ACCEPTABILITY
Kolap-Si Kart is sweeping the country as the most outstanding high performance Kart known. Its sales performance is phenomenal. It combines eye appeal, utility, rugged performance and consumer acceptance. Made of aluminum and magnesium alloys it looks like double value.

MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS
CHAMBERLIN METAL PRODUCTS
1466 W. Madison St.—2nd Floor CHICAGO 7

SANDERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. GM
Nashville, Tennessee

wage per employee figured in comparing statements of 1946 with those of previous years.


An interesting and active entertainment program for the ladies also was a feature of the convention.

CLUB MANAGERS 1947 OFFICIALS
Pres., Erich G. Koch, North Hills GC, Douglaston, LI, NY.*
VP, John J. Pomeroy, Red Run GC, Royal Oak, Mich.*
Sec.-treas., Fred H. Bernet, Missouri AC, St. Louis*

DIRECTORS FOR 3 YEARS

(*) re-elected.)

TULSA SLATES 10G OPEN — Tulsa, Okla., will have a $10,000 Open on its Mohawk muny course Sept. 18-21, sponsored by Knights of Columbus with Tulsa charities on a non-sectarian basis as beneficiaries. The KCs expect to net for charities $5,000. Joe Dahlman, pro at the host club, was a prime mover in working up the event. With the veteran Joe, who is sec.-treas. of the Oklahoma PGA, were its pres., Hugh Bancroft and Marion Askew, Oaks pro, as promoters of the event. A field of 300, including leading name pros, is expected.

Just Right
GOLF PENCILS

Illustration Actual Size 21/2" long
Price $8.95 per thousand, including sharpening.
Can ship same day. Write or wire at once how many.
We also can give one day service on golf tees.
Priced at $2.75 to $2.90 per thousand. 3 sizes.
F48-14", F49 & F50-1/2", F51-1/4".
We can pack one thousand tees in individual boxes including 50 glassine envelopes at 25¢ per M extra.
Celluloid Caddy Buttons — Tournament Badges.

RETAIL $29.50

PRICE

SPECIAL OFFER TO PROS AND CLUB BUYERS

Send $39.00 for 2 KO-LAP-SI KARTS to be sent express prepaid as a trial order. Your profit $20.00 net. Special added discounts for quantity orders.

PATENTS PENDING

Immediate Delivery.
SANCO PRODUCTS CO. MAKES FLOATING HEAD SPRINKLER

A small sprinkler whose head rotates on a cushion of water and so avoids almost all friction and wear is the Floating Head Sprinkler of the Sanco Products Co., Ashtabula, Ohio. Suitable for tees, small greens, and lawns, it spreads water uniformly in mist or rain over a radius varying from 10 to 70 feet. Its floating head design greatly prolongs its life, says the Sanco Co., with nothing to get out of adjustment. The sprinkler is rustless and is guaranteed for five years.

RICHARDSON AT ROCHESTER, N.Y.
—Ralph K. Richardson is pres. Grass Cutting Equipment, Inc., 225 Parsells Ave., Rochester 9, N.Y., Tel. Culver 6874, which is operating at full steam in course equipment and supply business. Richardson’s lines include Worthington, Jacobsen, Buckner, Johnson Lawn Mower, Hardie Sprayers and Weedanol. He’s got a clever slogan, “Mower-Power to You.”

ANDERSON ON NEW JOB—Carl H. Anderson has returned to golf architectural work. He designed and constructed numerous courses prior to the war. He has been engaged as architect and construction supervisor on a new 18-hole job proposed for Miami, Fla.

NA-CHURS FERTILIZER PUSHED—Na-Churs liquid fertilizer, developed at Ohio State university, has been getting a strong play by course supply dealers with favorable reports being made by supt’s. It’s a compound of soluble chemicals, containing nitrogen, phosphorous and potash. Na-Churs Plant Food Co., Marion, O., is making the product.

WHIPOORWILL REORGANIZED—Whippoorwill club, Chappaqua, N.Y., will reopen this spring as a private club. Club was opened in 1930 and closed in 1942 because of the war. During 1946 the course was brought back into condition. Clifford Wendehack has designed a clubhouse and swimming pool, construction of which will be started soon. David McMeekin, formerly of Rockland CC, is pro. Golf membership has been restricted to 125.

SNOW-PROOF

Get your share of the profitable SNOW-PROOF business. Nationally advertised. Waterproofs, reconditions golf shoes, golf bags, etc. Stops dry rot. Prevents mildew. Odorless, colorless, not sticky. Sold only in Blenheim Brown cans. Retail at $3.95, $2.95, $1.95. Money-back guarantee. Descriptive folder and sample can sent FREE on request.

Dept. 13
THE SNOW PROOF CO.
Livonia, N. Y.

PROs! TRY THESE

KEN SHOP SUPPLIES

Prepared Exclusively for Pros
FORM-A-COAT . . . Puts a professional finish on whippings. Forms a cap on ends of clubs.

TACKY GOLF GRIP CONDITIONER . . .
Keeps leather grips soft and tacky. Small bottles for resale.

GOLF CLUB ADHESIVE . . .
Cements grips in place. A flexible all purpose adhesive for your shop. Fast drying.

GOLF CLUB LACQUER . . .
Protects the finish on wood heads. Easy to apply. No equipment needed; not even a brush. Dries in an hour.

GOLF BAG DRESSING . . .
Preserves all types of leather bags. Easy to apply. WHIPPING CORD, FINISHING AND BUFFING SUPPLIES.

WRITE FOR HANDY ORDER BLANK

Kenneth Smith GOLF CLUBS
Hand made to fit You
BOX 41, KANSAS CITY 10, MO.

THE CLUB SITUATION: We are now filling orders for sets of woods and irons received many months ago. Sorry we can’t give rush service. Please continue to place orders many months ahead of your requirements.
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What’s Ahead for the Turf Superintendent?

By HERB GRAFFIS

Very few appreciate what tremendous effect the greenkeeper has had on the esthetics of American life. Twenty-five years ago there wasn’t one lawn in a thousand that would compare in its condition and grooming to the average lawn in the middle-class or fancier residential districts today. Nobody who gives even the slightest thought to this beautification and contribution to property value can deny that it’s directly and solely the result of the work of the golf course superintendent in demonstrating what could be done with grass in the United States.

What recognition—by public acclaim or cash—has the golf course superintendent got for directing and impelling this transition of American lawns from weeds to beautiful and healthy turf?

Not much!

Millions upon millions of dollars have been spent by the public, by golf courses, parks, highway organizations, cemeteries and industrial establishments in following the greenkeepers’ light, but a very tiny fraction of that money has gone into the pocket of the greenkeeper—to be quickly withdrawn by the needs of his family.

Shortage of Talent Threatens

Today we see that far from enough promising young men are coming into golf course turf work. Tomorrow golf club officials may see it. Then, for some of their clubs it will be too late. Competition has been getting very keen in course condition. Tees now are better than greens used to be. The representative metropolitan district public course is in better shape than the private courses were 20 years ago. There’ll again come a day when clubs are competing for members and the club with the best conditioned course—as has happened often before—will have a strong advantage.

In attempting to forecast and appraise the future for the golf course superintendent the safest base we have is the past. We properly can attribute some of the failure to make greenkeeping a business having cash returns commensurate with requirements of the job, to the unique nature of operations at private clubs. The season generally is rather short. Top management of the clubs usually is in the hands of unpaid amateurs who most often stay in office just long enough to experiment with the club’s money then get out, passionately relieved that they have not